Let S = A 2 be the affine plane regarded as a toric variety with an action of the 2-dimensional torus T . We study the equivariant Chow ring A * K (S [n] ) of the punctual Hilbert scheme S [n] with equivariant coefficients inverted. We compute base change formulas in A * K (S [n] ) between the natural bases introduced by Nakajima, Ellingsrud and Strømme, and the classical basis associated with the fixed points. We compute the equivariant commutation relations between creation/annihilation operators. We express the class of the small diagonal in S [n] in terms of the equivariant Chern classes of the tautological bundle. We prove that the nested Hilbert scheme S [n,n+1] 0 parametrizing nested punctual subschemes of degree n and n + 1 is irreducible.
Introduction
If S is a quasi-projective smooth surface, let S
[n] be the Hilbert scheme parameterizing the zero dimensional subschemes of degree n in S. Following Nakajima and Grojnowski, a first tool to study the Chow ring A * (S [n] , Q) is to consider the direct sum ⊕ n∈N A * (S [n] , Q) and operators acting linearly on this direct sum. Then, a lot of structure and information lies in the commutation relations of the various operators. In the case S = A 2 , this approach yields a basis of A * (S [n] , Q) that we call Nakajima's basis and a description of the ring structure on it [Na99, Le99] .
When S = A 2 , another approach is the use of the equivariant Chow rings. The 2-dimensional torus T acts on S [n] . The equivariant Chow ring with respect to the action of the full torus T has been computed in [Ev07] in the case S = P 2 , but this is a purely equivariant approach independent of Nakajima's framework. Similarly Bialynicki-Birula's theorem [BB76] yields a basis of the classical and equivariant Chow rings which has been studied in [ES87] and which we call Ellingsrud-Strømme's basis.
There are equivariant analogues of the operators introduced by Nakajima et al which act on the equivariant Chow ring. Following Vasserot [Va01] , it is natural to compute these equivariant operators. In his paper, Vasserot does not consider the full action of the torus T , but the action of a non-generic one-dimensional subtorus T ′ ⊂ T . He computes several operators in T ′ -equivariant Chow rings and their commutators. As a consequence, he obtains a description of the T ′ -equivariant and of the classical Chow ring of the Hilbert scheme of A 2 .
On the other hand, Schiffmann and Vasserot study an algebra of operators acting on the equivariant K-theory of Hilbert schemes [SV09] . Since the correspondences defining q i for i > 1 are singular, they do not define operators on the K-theory, this is the reason why the authors only consider the operator algebra generated by q 1 , q −1 and multiplication by some tautological bundles.
In this work we consider the action of the operators q i for all i on the T -equivariant Chow rings. The apparent difficulty coming from the non projectivity of A 2 is not severe : we have all the standard constructions and properties of intersection theory that we need (pushforward, correspondences, composition of correspondences...) provided that we work in the tensored equivariant Chow ring A * T (S [n] ) ⊗ A * T (pt) K, instead of A * T (S [n] ), where K is the fraction field of A * T (pt), the equivariant Chow ring of a point (Section 1).
However this construction also has its drawback: the pushforward of a contractant non proper morphism does not need to vanish (see Lemma 40 for an example) and some key arguments of the classical situation are not valid in our equivariant context. Let S [n] 0 denote the set of subschemes z n of length n supported as the origin, and let S denote the similar set of couples of nested subschemes (z p ⊂ z q ). When one wants to compute the composition of two correspondences, the ubiquitous local situation that one has to understand are the classes π * [C], where C is some subvariety in S [p,q] and π is the projection to S [p] or to S [q] . The geometry is under control when both z p and z q are curvilinear for the generic pair (z p , z q ) ∈ C. In the other cases, the restriction of π to C is contractant and therefore π * [C] is zero in the classical Chow ring [Na99, Le99] . However π * [C] need not vanish in the equivariant Chow ring. Our remedy is to prove that S is not in general, Proposition 18). Then follows our construction to compute the commutators: we use algebraic arguments to reduce to the case when one of the operators adds only one point.
In Section 4, we consider the classical operators acting on A K := ⊕ n∈N A * T (S [n] ) ⊗ A * T (pt) K, namely the creation/destruction operators q i , the boundary operator ∂, and an auxiliary operator ρ. All these operators are defined by a correspondence. Provided that the correspondence is smooth, the computation is easily done with the Bott formula. This is the strategy to compute q 1 and q −1 in the fixed point basis (Proposition 27 and 28). All the other correspondences are singular at some points and a turnaround is needed to compute the corresponding operators.
Computing restriction to fixed points, we prove the formula ∂ = −2c 1 (O X [n]), where O X [n] denotes the tautological bundle. Following Lehn and Schiffmann-Vasserot's ideas, we consider various commutators starting with q 1 , q −1 and ∂. We end up with recursion formulas for the q i 's, |i| > 1 (Theorem 34). In particular this yields base change formulas between the fixed point basis and Nakajima's basis (Example 36).
To compute the commutation relations between the q i 's (Theorem 52), using once again the same general idea as in [SV09] , we use algebraic computations to reduce to the case of operators of conformal degree one. The algebraic reduction leads to Proposition 43, a formula apparently new even in the non equivariant context. We use geometric arguments to get rid of the excess intersection components which appear in this case.
The class δ n ∈ A n−1 (S [n] ) of the small diagonal ∆ n ⊂ S [n] parameterizing the subschemes supported on a single point has an expression in terms of the equivariant Chern classes of the tautological bundle: δ n = (−1) n−1 nc n−1 (O X [n]). The originial proof by Lehn [Le99, Theorem 4.6] remains true in our context. We give a new proof which relies on an algebraic expression for the operator q n (Theorem 55).
Finally, we give an application of our equivariant computations at the level of classical Chow rings. We investigate the base change between Nakajima's basis and Ellingsrud and Strømme's basis. Our theorem asserts that these bases are equal up to sign (and a normalisation constant with our conventions) in classical Chow rings (Theorem 64). Our strategy of proof is to interpret the Bialynicki-Birula cells in terms of operators: we introduce new creation operators q i,X such that the basis introduced by Ellingsrud and Strømme is obtained applying these operators on the vacuum. We express the q i,X in terms of the creation operators q i and we get a base change formula in the equivariant Chow ring. Projecting this relation in the usual Chow ring gives the asserted formula.
Pushforward with non proper morphisms
We work over an algebraically closed field k of any characteristic. Let T be a 2-dimensional torus. The T -equivariant Chow ring A
We have the equality g
The property that we want to prove holds when the pushforward maps are taken with proper morphisms, so that for example b
T is proper and that (π 13 ) K * (L) is well defined. We now prove that h : L T → Z T is proper. In particular, there is a well defined morphism (π K * (L) and f E is defined to be the composite morphism (π
proper as a composition of the proper morphisms L
T is proper since it factorizes through L T . Then the pushforward E = (π 13 ) K * ( α i L i ) is well defined. The associated morphism is
When ., . X and ., . Y are both non degenerate (for instance when X and Y have a finite number of fixed points), then every map f : A Definition 9 If C ⊂ X × Y is a correspondence, the dual correspondence C ∨ is the correspondence in Y × X which is canonically identified with C under the natural isomorphism X × Y ≃ Y × X. In particular, if C ∨ is an equivariant correspondence, it yields a map
Proposition 10 Assume that X and Y are smooth. Let C ⊂ X × Y be an equivariant correspondence and f : A * Proof. In the classical setting, the proof relies on the functoriality of the pushforward and on the projection formula. Both arguments remain valid in our context.
Restriction to fixed points does not commute with the bilinear product (see Lemma 26). This remark is important when one wants to compute f ∨ on fixed points.
2 Tangent space to S
We denote by S the affine plane A 2 . Let n ≥ 0 be an integer, we denote by S [n] the Hilbert scheme parameterizing length n subschemes of
, we denote by I z ⊂ k[X, Y ] the corresponding ideal, of codimension n. Given p, q integers with 0 ≤ p < q, we denote by S [p,q] the "nested" Hilbert scheme, namely the subscheme of
consisting of pairs (s, b) such that I s ⊃ I b . The torus (k * ) 2 will be denoted by T . It acts on the plane S: we use the convention that an element (u, v) ∈ T acts on a monomial
This induces an action of T on each Hilbert scheme S [n] and S [p,q] . We will denote by aU + bV the weight on T defined by (aU + bV
we denote by wt(m) = aU + bV its weight. Any character of T defines naturally an element in A 1 (pt), thus our notation is compatible with the notation
Several arguments in the present paper rely on a tangent space argument. In fact, at a T -fixed point z ∈ S [n] , the tangent space T z S [n] has several combinatorial descriptions. One [Ev04] is in terms of significant cleft pairs and another [Na99] in terms of boxes of the corresponding staircase. We recall in this section the necessary material to be comfortable with these two notions. We give two applications. First, we compute the tangent space at a toric point in S
[n,n+1] as a representation of T . Then Theorem 19 proves the irreducibility of S
parameterizing the pairs of subschemes s ⊂ b with the support of b equal to the origin.
Tangent space to the Hilbert schemes
First, observe that a T -fixed point z in S [n] is defined by an ideal
is by definition a finite sequence of non increasing positive natural numbers, l is called the length of λ, and |λ| = l i=1 λ i is the weight of λ. We denote by P n the set of partitions of weight n. If E is a finite staircase associated with a T -fixed point z ∈ S
[n] , there exists a unique partition λ with weight n such that (a, b) ∈ E ⇔ a + 1 ≤ l, b < λ a+1 .
We begin by recalling the description given in [Ev04] of T z S
[n] when z ∈ S
[n] is a T -fixed point.
• A monomial c ∈ I z is called a cleft whenever X −1 · c ∈ I z and Y −1 · c ∈ I z .
• A Laurent monomial is called positive (resp., negative) if it belongs to
• A weight aU + bV with a ≥ 0 and b < 0 resp. a < 0 and b ≥ 0 will be called positive resp. negative.
• A cleft pair is a pair (c, m) such that c is a cleft, m is a monomial not belonging to I z , and m/c is either positive or negative (in which case, we say that (c, m) is positive or negative, respectively). Now let C := {c 1 , . . . , c l } denote the set of clefts, which we order following the convention that c i+1 /c i be positive for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.
For each positive (resp., negative) cleft pair (c i , m), let s := s i denote the least common multiple of c i and c i+1 (resp., c i and c i−1 ). We say that (c i , m) is significant if ms/c i ∈ I z . To (c i , m) we associate the vector
According to [Ev04, Theorem 3] , the set of elements ϕ (c,m) for all significant cleft pairs (c, m) is a basis of T z S [n] . On the other hand, Nakajima gives a combinatorial description of the weights occurring in T z S
[n] [Na99, Proposition 5.8]. Given a staircase E and e ∈ E, let a(e) := max{i | X i · e ∈ E} and let b(e) := max{j | Y j · e ∈ E}. The set of positive weights in T z S [n] , counted with multiplicities, is the set of weights of the form w + (e) := a(e)U − (b(e) + 1)V , and the set of negative weights is the set of weights the form w − (e) := −(a(e) + 1)U + b(e)V .
We now give a bijection h + resp. h − between the staircase E and the set of positive resp. negative significant cleft couples, preserving the weights, meaning that wt(ϕ (h ± (e)) ) = w ± (e). The bijection h + resp. h − is defined as follows: given e ∈ E, we denote c 1 = Y b · e resp. c 1 = X a · e, where b resp. a is the minimal integer such that Y b · e ∈ E resp. X a · e ∈ E. We denote c 2 = X a · e resp. c 2 = Y b · e, where a resp. b is the maximal integer such that X a · e ∈ E resp. Y b · e ∈ E. We let i resp. j be the maximal integer such that
by construction of (c 1 , c 2 ) this is a significant cleft couple.
Proposition 11
The map h + resp. h − is a bijection between E and the set of positive resp. negative significant cleft couples, and we have wt(ϕ (h + (e)) ) = w + (e) and wt(ϕ (h − (e)) ) = w − (e).
Proof. By symmetry, we give the proof only in the positive case. With the notations before the proposition, we have wt(ϕ (h + (e)) ) = wt(c 2 c −1 1 ), which is readily w + (e). Thus to prove the proposition it suffices to describe the inverse of h + . Given a positive significant cleft couple (c, m), let i be the maximal integer such that X i · m ∈ E. The inverse of h + maps (c, m) to the greatest common divisor of X i · c and X i · m.
Computation of the tangent space of S
T (s and b stand for small and big). We denote by E s , E b their staircases.
denote the natural projection, and let dq denote its differential at (s, b). There is a natural exact sequence
The following is immediate:
Proof. This tangent space is included in the tangent space , we see that (ϕ, ψ) ∈ T (s,b) S [p,q] if and only if the restriction of ϕ to I b is equal to the quotient of ψ modulo I s .
The following propositions 13 and 14 describe the infinitesimal deformations of b that admit a lift to a deformation of (s, b). There are two cases, depending on the geometry of the staircases involved.
If m is a monomial, we denote by x(m) its exponent for the variable X. In other words
We denote by c 1 , . . . , c l the clefts of s, and by k the index such that c k ∈ E b .
Proposition 13 Assume that y(c k−1 ) > y(c k ) + 1, resp. x(c k+1 ) > x(c k ) + 1. Then the positive, resp. negative part of Im dq is the subspace of
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to describe the positive part of Im dq when y(c k−1 ) > y(c k ) + 1.
The fact that many cleft pairs of s are also cleft pairs of b is a potential source of confusion. Consequently, given a pair (c, m) of both s and b, we will use ϕ n (c,m) resp. ϕ n+1 (c,m) to denote the corresponding tangent vector in T s S
[n] resp.
. Moreover we will use the convention that if m ∈ E s , then ϕ 
It remains to show that the ϕ n+1 (Y c k ,X −1 c i ) -coefficient of any vector in Im dq vanishes, for all i > k. To this end, let (ϕ n , ϕ n+1 ) be a tangent vector to the incidence variety. Considering ϕ n resp. ϕ n+1 as an element of
has the same property. On the other hand, among all the basis vectors ϕ
is the only vector for which these coefficients are not equal. Thus the ϕ
Proposition 14 Assume that y(c k−1 ) = y(c k ) + 1 resp. x(c k+1 ) = x(c k ) + 1. Then the positive resp. negative part of Im dq is the subspace of
Proof. The argument is similar to that used in the proof of the preceding proposition. For any positive significant cleft pair (c i , m) with i > k or i < k − 1, the vector (ϕ We now consider positive significant cleft pairs of the form (c k−1 , m).
Finally it remains to show that the ϕ
-coordinate of any vector in Im dq vanishes. To this end, note that ϕ
is the only vector ϕ in our basis of
While the description of Im (dq) given in Propositions 13 and 14 depends on the shape of the Young tableau corresponding to s, the weights of the T -representation T b S [n+1] /Im dq have a more uniform description. This space measures the obstructions to lift a deformation of b to a deformation of (s, b).
Proposition 15 The weights of the T -representation T b S
[n+1] /Im dq have multiplicity one and are given by
These weights are the weights of 
Y c k , the proposition follows in this case too.
Proposition 16
The weights of ker dq have multiplicity one and are the following:
These weights are the weights of the arrows from c k to the corners of the partition corresponding to s. The last two propositions and the exact sequence together describe the tangent space is a strict subscheme of the irreducible 4-dimensional product S is wild and difficult to describe, the case (p, q) = (n, n + 1) behaves nicely. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem:
is irreducible of dimension n. At the generic point (s, b), the subschemes s and b are curvilinear.
We start the proof with a weaker version of the theorem, in the next proposition.
Proposition 20
We have dim S To apply Bialynicki-Birula's decomposition theorem in S [n,n+1] which is not compact, we first compactify S [n,n+1] . So consider the inclusion
] is smooth. Consider the action of k * induced by the action on the affine plane defined by t · X = t α X , t · Y = tY , where α is any integer strictly greater than n + 1.
Let O denote the origin of A 2 ⊂ P 2 . Let Z be a subscheme of P 2 . If Z is not supported on O, then the limit at t = 0 of t · Z is also not supported on O.
be the corresponding Bialynicki-Birula cell: we have
Thus to prove the proposition it is enough to show that all the cells C (s,b) with s and b supported at the origin have dimension at most n and that exactly one has dimension n.
be a given k * -fixed point. Let us say that a tangent vector x ∈ T (s,b) S [n,n+1] is contractant if it is an eigenvector for the k * -action of positive weight. It is well-known that the dimension of C (s,b) is the number of independent contractant tangent vectors.
Let
] be a T -weight vector which is contractant and let w = aU + bV be its weight. Its weight for k * is aα + b and this is a positive integer. Since α > n + 1, we have a ≥ 0 so w is a positive weight (recall the definition of positive weights in Subsection 2.1). In particular, the vector space W generated by such contractant tangent vectors x satisfies dim W ≤ dim T + = n + 1, where 
. Let us denote by T cont the subspace of a vector space T generated by the contractant tangent vectors. Then dim
Our description of the kernel ker(dq) and the coimage coIm(dq) of dq (Propositions 14 and 16) show that when
] the set of (s, b) such that s is punctual. Then every component of L n has dimension at least n + 3.
Proof.
Following Gaffney and Lazarsfeld, if f : X → Y is a finite morphism between irreducible varieties we define the ramification locus R l ⊂ X containing the points x for which f −1 (f (x)) is a scheme whose support on x has length at least l + 1. When X is normal, Y non-singular and f surjective, then the components of R l have codimension at most l [GL80, p.58], [Laz80] .
We apply this theorem with X = U n the universal family over Y = S [n,n+1] whose fiber over (s, b) is the scheme s. It suffices to prove that U n is normal. We shall prove that U n is Cohen-Macaulay and smooth in codimension one, which implies normality according to Serre's criteria.
U n is Cohen-Macaulay as it is flat over the smooth base S [n,n+1] . For any λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ) ordered k-tuple with λ i = n + 1, we denote by ∆ λ ⊂ S [n+1] the stratum of subschemes z of type λ, ie. z = z 1 ∐ . . . ∐ z k with length(z k ) = λ k and z k punctual. Since any punctual z i (p) supported by p is the translation of a subscheme z i (0) supported by the origin, dim
] be the image of the generically well defined quasi-finite map
] is at least 2 according to Proposition 20. In particular, no smoothness condition is required for the universal family U n over D λ . When λ = (1, . . . , 1), the smoothness of U n is obvious.
We consider now the case λ = (2, 1,
The universal family U n over D µ,λ is locally a disjoint union of sheets. The sheets coming from the universal families over S are obviously smooth. The last sheet Z coming from the factor S [1,2] is such that the projection Z → S [1,2] is an isomorphism (the fiber is zero dimensional with length 1), so this last sheet is smooth too.
The universal family U n is smooth since it is the disjoint union of the pullback of the smooth universal families over S [2] and S.
Corollary 23 Every irreducible component of S
has dimension n or n − 1.
Proof. Moving the subschemes of S
with translations, the product S
] with s, b punctual with any support p ∈ S. We need to prove that the components of L have dimension n + 1 or n + 2. Consider the residual morphism Res : S [n,n+1] → S that sends a pair (s, b) to the point q defined by the ideal (I s :
, where x(s) denotes the x coordinate of the punctual subscheme s. Define similarly ∆ y . The components of L n have dimension at least n + 3 by Proposition 22. From the equality L = L n ∩ ∆ −1
y (0), we conclude that any component of L has dimension at least n + 1. The components of L have dimension at most n + 2 by Proposition 20.
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 19. For the proof, we need to produce some universal families over Bialynicki-Birula cells. They are constructed from the description of the tangent space by a procedure similar to the one used in [Ev04] . • If α > 1 and β = 0, then consider the ideal
The variables c ij are the (n − 1) coordinates on the Bialynicki-Birula cell C and I s ,I b are the corresponding universal ideals. If (I s , I b ) is the generic element in this cell, we have (I b ) 1 = k · X, thus this generic point is not GL 2 -invariant.
• If α > 1, β = 1 and µ = µ 1 , we again have (I b ) 1 = k · X for the generic pair (I s , I b ), and this is not GL 2 -invariant.
• If α = 1 and β = 0, then I b = (X, Y 2 ) and I s = (X, Y ), so this point is not GL 2 -invariant. Similarly, if α = 1, β = 1 and µ = µ 1 , then I s = (X, Y 2 ), and this is not GL 2 -invariant.
• If α > 1 and β > 2 then the cleft couple ((2, 0), (0, 2)) is not admissible for I b . It follows that the generic element (b, s), (I b ) 2 has dimension one and is generated by a polynomial divisible by Y . In particular, the generic element of the cell is not GL 2 -invariant.
• If α > 1, β = 2 and µ = µ 0 , then the cleft couple ((2, 0)(0, 2)) is admissible, but not liftable, by Proposition 15. Thus for the same reason the cell is not GL 2 -invariant.
It remains to consider the cases (β = 1 and µ = µ 0 ), (α = 1, β > 1, µ = µ 0 ), (α = 1, β > 1, µ = µ 1 ), and (α > 1, β = 2 and µ = µ 1 ). For these cases, we will see that the closure of the Bialynicki-Birula cells are invariant under GL 2 , and thus we cannot apply the same arguments as above. Instead, we will prove that the closure C s 0 ,b 0 of the cell under consideration is not an irreducible component of S as it is included in the unique ("curvilinear") component of dimension n. To this end, we apply a change of coordinates to obtain simple equations for the generic point (s, b) of the cell C s 0 ,bo and we express (s, b) as the limit of (s(t),
with s(t) and b(t) curvilinear.
• Consider the case β = 1 and µ = µ 0 . The universal families over C s 0 ,b 0 are described by coordinates c ij , d and universal ideals For
Since b(t) (resp. s(t)) has length 2α + 1 (resp. 2α) with support the origin, every monomial of degree 2α + 1 (resp. 2α) is in I b (t) (resp I s (t)). Since
This inclusion is an equality since the two ideals have colength 2α + 1. The same reasoning with the curvilinear s(t) instead of b(t) shows that
and the equality follows by length considerations. We have proved I b = I b (0) and I s = I s (0), as expected.
• If α > 1, β = 2, µ = µ 1 , we can perform as above a change of coordinates in order to reduce to the case I s = (XY, X α+1 , Y α+1 ) and 
2 ) and I s = (X 1+β , Y ). It follows that for a generic pair (b, s), s is a curvilinear scheme and b the union of s and the 2-fat point: this cell is invariant under automorphisms. Consider the curvilinear ideals c = (X 2+β , Y ), and the automorphism φ t : X → X, Y → tY + X β+1 . The ideals I b (t) = φ t (c) and I s (t) = φ t (I s ) = I s are such that lim t→0 I s (t) = I s and lim t→0 I b (t) = I b .
• For
Since b(t) (resp. s(t)) has length β+2 (resp. β+1) with support the origin, all the monomials in k[X, Y ] of degree β + 2 (resp. β + 1) are in I b (t) (resp I s (t)). A straigthforward induction shows that
In particular, e(t) :
, and
It follows that
Summing up, these limits prove that I s (0) ⊃ I s and I b (0) ⊃ I b . The equalities follows from the inclusions by length considerations.
Bases of the equivariant Chow ring
We now present three natural bases fix(λ), nak(λ), es(λ) of the K-vector space A *
) are naturally parameterized by the set P n of partitions λ of weight n.
Let n ≥ 0 and let i > 0 be integers. We define some correspondences following Nakajima [Na99] :
is arbitrary and z n+i ∈ S [n+i] is the disjoint union of z n and a punctual scheme of length i.
) on Chow groups. Assume now that i < 0. The "destruction operator" q i is defined either as the dual of q −i or with the correspondence
which is dual to the correspondence Q n+i −i , in the sense of Definition 9. By Proposition 10, both definitions lead to the same operator. For any i, q i has conformal degree i and cohomological degree i − 1. We make the convention that q 0 = 0.
Given a partition λ of length l, we will denote by nak(λ) the equivariant class obtained applying q λ l • · · · • q λ 1 to the vacuum φ, where the vacuum is the fundamental class on S
[0] .
Since by [Na99] , the classes nak(λ) for λ ∈ P n restrict to a basis of the non equivariant Chow group of
Recall the classes introduced by Ellingsrud and Strømme in [ES87] . These classes are introduced for P 2 but we can consider the same classes for A 2 . We choose an injection k
induces an action of k * . With the assumption that d is large enough, the k * -fixed points are the T -fixed points; in particular there is a finite number of them and they are parameterized by partitions. More precisely, if λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) is a partition, we denote by x λ the subscheme with ideal I x λ generated by the l + 1 polynomials
[n] such that lim t→0 t.p = x λ . We denote ES λ ⊂ S [n] the closure of this cell. Let l be the length of the partition λ. Geometrically, the Bialynicki-Birula cell associated to λ parameterizes the subschemes Z ⊂ S for which there exist x 1 , . . . , x l ∈ k such that each intersection Z ∩ {X = x i } has length λ i . The equivariant class of ES λ in the Chow ring will be denoted es λ . Since by definition S
[n] has the cellular decomposition S [n] = ∐ λ ES λ , where λ ∈ P n , the classes es λ for λ ∈ P n form a basis of A *
Finally, the classes fix(λ) ∈ A * K (S [n] ) are defined using the localization theorem [EG98,
Definition 25 Let fix(λ) be the unique element in A *
Let us denote by Tan(λ) ∈ Z[U, V ] the product of the weights of the tangent space T x λ S [n] . According to the self-intersection formula, we have
Recall Definition 8. We deduce from (2) the following lemma:
Proof. By (2), we have
By Definition 8, this is π
→ Spec k denotes the projection to a point. Since i * (1 λ ) ∪ i * (1 λ ) = Tan(λ) · i * (1 λ ), the lemma follows.
Classical Operators
Let us denote by A the direct sum n A * T (S [n] ) and
). In this section, we consider the classical operators acting on A K , namely the creation/destruction operators q i and the boundary operator ∂, and an auxiliary operator ρ. We compute them in the basis fix(λ). We also compute the commutators of these operators.
The operators ∂, ρ, q i for i > 0 are naturally defined on A and they are naturally extended to A K . We use freely the same notation for the operators on A and on A K . On the contrary, the operators q i for i < 0 are defined on A K but not on A. This is because their definition involves non proper morphisms.
In Theorem 34 we give an explicit algorithm to compute all operators q i in the basis fix(λ). With the help of this result, we checked on a computer our formulas for commutators, such as Theorem 52. However the computations are very tricky and we are not able to give a purely algebraic proof of these formulas: instead we use geometric arguments. Proposition 27 We have the following formula:
The operators
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
πn x x r r r r r r r r r r r
) denote the equivariant class of the incidence. By definition, we have q 1 (fix(λ)) = π
. Now, by Definition 25 and the following commutative diagram
we have π * n,K (fix(λ)) = µ fix(λ) ⊗ fix(µ). By Proposition 17, S [n,n+1] is smooth, so the restriction of its class to a fixed point is the product of the weights of the normal space at this point. By Propositions 15 and 16, we thus have
Therefore,
Coker(λ, µ) Ker(λ, µ) fix(µ) , using Theorem 5. This is what we wanted to prove.
For example, we have
). This is illustrated as follows, where the weights of the blue resp. red arrows are the numerators resp. denominators of the coefficients:
We deduce a formula for q −1 . Given a partition µ, let µ[−1] denote the set of partitions λ with λ ⊂ µ and |λ| = |µ| − 1.
Proposition 28
We have the following formula:
Proof. Let λ resp. µ be a partition of weight n resp. n + 1. Since q −1 is the adjoint of q 1 , we have the relation
Therefore the proposition follows from Lemma 26 and Proposition 27.
Class of the boundary and derivatives
We turn to the problem of determining the equivariant class of the divisor ∆ 2 of non-reduced schemes. In the non equivariant setting on S ). We prove an equivariant analog in the equivariant Chow ring:
, where the Chern class considered is the equivariant Chern class. Our method involves equivariant techniques and does not rely on Lehn's ideas.
Denote ∂ ∈ A * T (S [n] ) the class of ∆ 2 , and let p : Spec k → S
[n] be a T -fixed point. We'd like to compute p * ∂. To this end, assume that p corresponds to the partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) of weight n. We let l(λ) denote the number of non-vanishing parts of λ, and h(λ) = λ 1 . Let λ ∨ denote the partition dual to λ.
Proposition 29 We have
Proof. We treat first the case n = 2. Then S [2] is the blow-up of S × S along the diagonal. Assume, moreover, that λ = (2). Then T p S
[2] contains 4 eigenlines, of weight −U, −U +V, −V, −2V . In this case ∆ is smooth, and the tangent space T p ∆ contains the three eigenlines of weight −U, −V and −U + V : in fact, the first two lines are obtained by translating the double point p, and −U + V is the weight of the deformation obtained with schemes supported at the origin. We deduce that p * ∂ = −2V .
We now consider the general case. Let l = l(λ) and h = h(λ). Given x = (x 1 , . . . , x l ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y h ) tuples of elements in k, we let I (x,y) denote the ideal generated by the l + 1 polynomials
, where m varies from 1 to l + 1. When all the x i and all the y j are distinct, k[X, Y ]/I (x,y) is reduced and the corresponding set of points is the set of (x i , y j ) where i ≤ l and j ≤ λ i . Thus I (x,y) has length n. On the other hand, when x = (0, . . . , 0) and y = (0, . . . , 0), the ideal I (x,y) is monomial and generated by the elements the X m Y λm , and thus also has length n. Since the length of this family of ideals is upper-semicontinuous, it follows that it is constant, and this family is flat.
In this way, we obtain a T -equivariant morphism ϕ : k l+h → S [n] with respect to the natural action on k l+h . We now compute ϕ * ∂. If {i 1 , i 2 } ⊂ {1, . . . , l} is a subset with two elements, where we assume i 1 < i 2 , we denote by ∆ {i 1 ,i 2 } ⊂ k l+h the class of the variety of tuples (x, y) with x i 1 = x i 2 and ∂ {i 1 ,i 2 } its class in the equivariant Chow ring of k l+h . Let z : Spec k → k h+l be the origin of k h+l ; since ∂ {i 1 ,i 2 } is defined by one equation of weight U, it follows that z * ∂ {i 1 ,i 2 } = −U. Similarly, if j 1 < j 2 , let ∆ {j 1 ,j 2 } be the divisor defined by y j 1 = y j 2 , and let ∂ {j 1 ,j 2 } denote its class. We have z * ∂ {i 1 ,i 2 } = −V .
We claim that
Clearly, we have an equality of sets
and we claim that the multiplicity of ∆ {i 1 ,i 2 } is 2λ i 2 . To see why, let (x, y) be a generic point in ∆ {i 1 ,i 2 } : we have x i 1 = x i 2 but no other equality among the x i 's and the y j 's. Thus the scheme represented by ϕ(x, y) is a union of λ i 2 double points and n − 2λ i 2 other distinct points. Near the point ϕ(x, y),
Thus the multiplicity of our component may be deduced from the case of S [2] : in this case the multiplicity was 2 in view of the computation we made at the beginning of the proof. Thus the multiplicity is 2λ i 2 as claimed.
Since z * ϕ * ∂ = p * ∂, it remains only to show that 2Σ {i 1 ,i 2 }⊂{1,...,l}
. The first sum is equal to Σ 1≤i 1 <i 2 ≤l,1≤j≤λ i 2 2. In this sum, when j = j 0 is fixed, i 2 is such that λ i 2 ≥ j 0 , which forces i 2 ≤ λ ∨ j 0 . Thus Σ 1≤i 1 <i 2 ≤l,j≤λ i 2 ,j=j 0 2 = λ ∨ j 0 (λ ∨ j 0 − 1). Our proof is now complete.
Corollary 30 The equivariant class of ∆
Proof. By Proposition 29, the two classes have the same restriction on the T -fixed points of S [n] and the restriction morphism is injective.
If f : A → A is any operator, we now give a formula for the commutator [∂, f ]. To express this formula, let us introduce the following notation:
For c = (a, b) ∈ N 2 , let w(c) = aU + bV be the weight of the corresponding monomial.
Corollary 30 immediately implies:
Corollary 32 Let f : A → A be any operator and let λ ⊂ µ be two partitions. We have
Computation of the operator q i for all i
In the previous sections, we computed q 1 , q −1 and ∂ on the basis fix(λ). We introduce an auxiliary operator ρ and give formulas for higher q i 's in terms of q 1 , q −1 and ρ. This yields an inductive procedure to compute q i on the basis fix(λ).
Definition 33 Let
] be the closure of the set of pairs of schemes (z n , z n+1 ) with z n reduced, z n ⊂ z n+1 and z n = (z n+1 ) red .
) be the morphism associated with the correspondence ∐ n [R n ]. It has conformal and cohomological degree 1. The following theorem gives a complete computation of the operators q i .
Theorem 34 We have
Proof. The non equivariant version of the first statement is proved in [Le99, Theorem 3.5]. Our formula can be proved geometrically as follows. Let π 1 , π 2 , π 3 be the projections of
on each factor and, for a, b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let π ab be the projection on two factors. To compute the composition ρq i−1 , we have to understand the intersection π 23 (R n+i−1 ). There are two irreducible components in this intersection. One, say E 1 , is the closure of the set of triples of the form (z n , z n ∐ w i−1 , z n+1 ∐ w i−1 ), where z n is a reduced subscheme of length n, w i−1 is a punctual subscheme of length i − 1 with support not belonging to z n , and z n+1 is a subscheme of length n + 1 containing z n and having the same support as z n .
Another component denoted E 2 is the closure of the set of triples of the form (z n , z n ∐ w i−1 , z n ∐ w i ), where z n is again a reduced subscheme of length n and w i−1 resp. w i are punctual subschemes of length i − 1 resp. i with common support not belonging to z n . The component E 2 has multiplicity i − 1 and π 13 (E 2 ) = Q n i . We claim that these are all the components of the intersection π
). This can be seen using arguments similar to the detailed proof of Proposition 38; details will be skipped here.
Consider now the composition q i−1 ρ and the product
which is the closure of the set of triples (z n , z n+1 , z n+1 ∐ w i−1 ), with the same notations as for the component E 1 . In the commutator ρq i−1 − q i−1 ρ the components E 1 and E ′ 1 cancel each other, and we get the formula. The third statement is proved by a similar argument. The correspondences in
corresponding to both compositions ∂q 1 and q 1 ∂ contain the closure of the set of pairs (z n , z n ∐w 1 ) where z n is a non-reduced subscheme of length n, and these cancel each other. The composition ∂q 1 moreover contains the closure of the set of pairs (z n , z n+1 ) with z n reduced and supp(z n+1 ) = supp(z n ), namely, the correspondence R n , with mutliplicity 2.
The second and the fourth equalities are obtained from the first and the third equalities using duality and the fact that ∂ is self-dual.
Applying this theorem and Corollary 32, we deduce the following formula for the operator ρ:
Example 36 Applying the result of this subsection recursivly, we obtain the following base changes between the basis nak(λ) and fix(λ) in conformal degree 2 and 3:
nak(1, 1) = 2fix(1, 1) + 2fix(2) nak(2) = −2Ufix(1, 1) − 2V fix (2) nak(3) = 6V 2 fix(3) + 3UV fix(2, 1) + 6U 2 fix(1, 1, 1) nak(2, 1) = −6V fix(3) − 2(U + V )fix(2, 1) − 6Ufix(1, 1, 1) nak(1, 1, 1) = 6fix(3) + 6fix(2, 1) + 6fix(1, 1, 1)
The denominators of the fractions of the intermediate computations simplify and the final base change is polynomial. This is because nak(λ) lies in the subring
A * T (S [n] ) of A * K (S [n] ).
Commutation relations
In this subsection, we compute the commutators between the different q i 's.
We note that it is not possible to keep the proof by Nakajima. Indeed, the equivariant pushforward of a class under a non proper contracting morphism is not zero and the vanishing arguments of Nakajima are not valid in our context. This non vanishing feature is crucial for us because this is precisely the contribution of such contracting morphisms that will give the non commutativity [q −1 , q 1 ] = 1 U V Id.
Commutation with q 1
Our first goal is to study the commutator [q 1 , q i ]. This will follow from a geometric argument studying directly the correspondences.
Recall (Definition 24) that we denoted by
and for a, b ∈ {n, n + 1, n + i + 1} the projection π a,b :
). Let us introduce some piece of notation: Moreover, given a subscheme z and a point x, we denote by w x the largest punctual subscheme of w whose support is x.
We denote by l(w) the length of w.
Let E 1 = {(w, z, t) ∈ I 1i , z ∩ t reduced, supp(w = z) = supp(z = t)} and denote by E 2 the set {(w, z, t) ∈ I 1i , z ∩ t reduced, supp(w = z) = supp(z = t)}.
Proposition 38 The intersection
Proof. By Proposition 17, π −1 n,n+1 (Q n 1 ) is smooth and thus locally a complete intersection. Therefore each irreducible component of I 1i has codimension at most 4n+i+1 in
, and so has dimension at least 2n + i + 3.
If i < 0, let e = 2 and if i > 0, let e = 1. To prove that I 1i has exactly e reduced components and the other claims of the proposition, it suffices to describe a set of subschemes E(p, q) ⊂ I 1i and E(p) ⊂ I 1i with the following conditions:
• I 1i = p,q E(p, q) ∐ p E(p) realizes I 1i as a disjoint union.
• Exactly e elements among the subschemes E(p, q) and E(p) have the expected dimension 2n + i + 3.
• These e strata are reduced.
• The other strata have dimension less than 2n + i + 3.
The components in the intersection will then be the closures of the maximal strata. For p ≥ 0, q ≥ 0, i = 0, q + i ≥ 0, let E(p, q) be the set {(w, z, t) ∈ I 1i , supp(w = z) = supp(z = t), l(w supp(w =z) ) = p, l(w supp(z =t) ) = q}.
Let (w, z, t) in E(p, q). Let x = supp(w = z) and y = supp(z = t). Let w 1 ⊂ w the largest subscheme whose support does not contain x nor y. Since w = w 1 ∪ w x ∪ w y , z = w 1 ∪ z x ∪ w y , t = w 1 ∪ z x ∪ t y , the triple (w, z, t) is characterized by the data w 1 , (w x , z x ), w y , t y . Since l(w 1 ) = n − p − q, w 1 moves in dimension 2n − 2p − 2q. The pair (w x , z x ) with w x ⊂ z x , l(w x ) = l(z x ) − 1 = p moves in dimension p + 2 by Proposition 20. The scheme w y with l(w y ) = q moves in dimension q if q = 0 and q + 1 if q > 0. Given w y , the scheme t y with l(t y ) = q + i, t y ⊃ w y (case i > 0), t y ⊂ w y (case i < 0) moves in dimension q + i if q + i = 0, q + i + 1 if q + i > 0 and q = 0, at most q + i − 1 if q + i > 0 and q > 0. Summing up, in any case, the dimension of E(p, q) is at most 2n + i + 3, and the equality dim E(p, q) = 2n + i + 3 is realized only when i > 0, p = 0, q = 0, and when i < 0, p = 0, q = −i.
Let (w, z, t) in E(p)
. Let x = supp(w = z) . Let w 1 ⊂ w the largest subscheme whose support does not contain x. Since w = w 1 ∪ w x , z = w 1 ∪ z x , t = w 1 ∪ t x , the triple (w, z, t) is characterized by the data w 1 , (w x , z x ), t x . Since l(w 1 ) = n − p, w 1 moves in dimension 2n − 2p. The pair w x , z x with w x ⊂ z x and l(w x ) = l(z x ) − 1 = p moves in dimension p + 2. The scheme t x with l(t x ) = p + 1 + i, t x ⊃ z x (case i > 0), t x ⊂ z x (case i < 0) moves in dimension p + 1 + i if p + 1 + i = 0, at most p + i if p + 1 + i > 0.
Summing up, in any case, the dimension of E(p) is at most 2n + i + 3, and the equality dim S(p, q) = 2n + i + 3 is realized only when i < 0, p + 1 + i = 0.
By construction, a point (w, z, t) in a stratum of maximal dimension is such that z ∩ t is reduced. The result follows.
We now consider the product
and the three projections π n,n+i , π n,n+i+1 , π n+i,n+i+1 defined as above. We denote by I i1 the intersection π
Proposition 39
The intersection π
More precisely I i1 = E ′ and I 1i is reduced irreducible of dimension 2n + i + 3.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 38. We introduce a stratification of I i1 in the form I i1 = p,q E(q, p) ∐ q E(q). For p ≥ 0, q ≥ 0, i = 0, q + i ≥ 0, let E(p, q) be the set {(w, z, t) ∈ I i1 , supp(w = z) = supp(z = t), l(w supp(w =z) ) = q, l(w supp(z =t) ) = p}.
The only stratum of expected dimension 2n + i + 3 is E(0, 0) when i > 0 and E(−i, 0) when i < 0. The study of the strata E(p, q) is rigorously similar to the mentioned Proposition 38 and we skip it. For q ≥ 0, i = 0, q + i ≥ 0, let
Let (w, z, t) in E(q). Let x = supp(w = z) . Let w 1 ⊂ w the largest subscheme whose support does not contain x. Since w = w 1 ∪ w x , z = w 1 ∪ z x , t = w 1 ∪ t x , the triple (w, z, t) is characterized by the data w 1 , (z x , t x ), w x . Since l(w 1 ) = n − q, w 1 moves in dimension 2n − 2q. The pair (z x , t x ) with z x ⊂ t x , , l(z x ) = l(t x ) − 1 = q + i moves in dimension q + i + 2 by Proposition 20. Given z x , the scheme w x with l(w x ) = q, w x ⊂ z x (case i > 0), w x ⊃ z x (case i < 0) moves in dimension q if q = 0, at most q − 1 if q > 0.
Summing up, in any case, the dimension of E(q) is at most 2n + i + 2. There is no stratum E(q) of the expected dimension 2n + i + 3.
In the proof of the next proposition we will use the following easy lemma:
Lemma 40 Let π : S → pt be the projection of S to a point. Then π * 1 = 1/UV .
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 5.
Proposition 41 We have
By Propositions 38 and 39, the intersection π
) is proper and therefore the cup product π *
] is equal to the class of I 1i resp. I i1 . Moreover, when i > 0, these two propositions show that I 1i and I i1 are birational to S
[n] × S×S [i] punc , where the indice punc refers to the punctual Hilbert scheme. So there is a commutative T -equivariant diagram:
x x
From this it follows that, when i > 0, the correspondence If i < −1, the morphism π n,n+i+1 :
is a proper morphism with fibers of positive dimension. It follows that the correspondence (π n,n+i+1 ) * (c) defining the morphism is equal to zero.
If i = −1, the morphism π n,n+i+1 :
is not proper any more. It is birational to the morphism ϕ :
is the diagonal and ϕ(w, w, x) = (w, w). It follows that the correspondence (π n,n+i+1 ) * (c) defining the morphism is equal to 1 U V
[∆] and the proposition follows.
Proposition 42 Let i, j be positive integers. Then q i q j = q j q i .
Proof. By Theorem 34, we have (i − 1)q i = ρq i−1 − q i−1 ρ and jq j+1 = ρq j − q j ρ. From this it follows that
By Proposition 41 and induction on i, we may assume that [q i−1 , q j ] = 0 and [q i−1 , q j+1 ] = 0. Thus the proposition is proved.
Commuting ρ and ρ

∨
We now compute the commutator [ρ, ρ ∨ ]. This is the technical key point of the computation of the commutation relations involving higher q i 's.
Proposition 43 We have:
[ρ,
The heart of the proof is to get rid of an excess intersection component. To this aim, we use some standard intersection theory formulas to break up the initial intersection product into several pieces. After this rewriting, some of the intersections that show up are transverse and easy to compute. The other pieces (responsible for the excess intersections) are intersections with Cartier divisors. They can be handled with Chern class formalism.
Proof. Let us first compute the correspondence ρρ ∨ in the equivariant Chow ring of
we denote by π i and π ij (i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) the natural projections. Let
be the closure of the set of triples (z n , z n−1 , z ′ n ) with z n−1 reduced, z n and z ′ n non reduced, z n−1 ⊂ z n , z n−1 ⊂ z ′ n and supp(z n = z n−1 ) = supp(z ′ n = z n−1 ) resp. supp(z n = z n−1 ) = supp(z ′ n = z n−1 ). Let F i := π 13 (E i ): a generic element in F 1 resp. F 2 is a couple (z n , z ′ n ) where z n and z ′ n have the same support, both have exactly one double point and the double points have the same resp. different support. The generic elements in E 1 , E 2 are depicted in the following picture:
Proposition 44 The intersection C ∩D is generically transverse and equal to the union E 1 ∪E 2 .
Proof. The codimension of C and D in the product
The intersection is proper since both E 1 and E 2 have dimension 2n. The intersection is transverse along L n−1 , thus generically transverse.
Since the restrictions of π 13 to E 1 and E 2 are birational on their image, it follows from the proposition that
Now we compute ρ ∨ ρ. We use similar notations for
, and moreover we denote by η 1 , η 2 the two projections from S
[n] ×S
[n] to S [n] . First of all we consider the variety
We want to prove that Q ′ admits two irreducible components.
Proof. The pair (z k−1 , z k ) moves in dimension at most k − 1. When z k−1 and z k are fixed, z , let us denote by p = z n+1 \ z n and p ′ = z n+1 \ z ′ n the natural residual points defined by a triple (z n , z n+1 , z
by the conditions p = p ′ and length(z n+1 ) p = m. It follows from Lemma 45 that it has dimension at most (2m − 1) + 2(n + 1 − m) = 2n + 1 when m ≥ 2. When m = 1, L 1 = ∅.
Since the codimension of the intersection is bounded by the sum of the codimensions, the components of Q ′ have dimension at least 2n + 2.
. The dimensions computed above show that the generic points of Q ′ coincide with the generic points of L 0 and Q According to Proposition 46, one can apply the above with
. For the restrictions of the divisors, we use the notation R Xi = ∆ X ∩ Q i and R Y i = ∆ Y ∩ Q i . We obtain:
where the intersection product takes place in Q ′ .
Proposition 47
Proof. This is clear set theorically. The multiplicities are computed in local coordinates at a generic point.
Since R n is a divisor on the smooth variety S [n,n+1] , ∆ X is a Cartier divisor, and so are its restrictions R Xi . Thus [C 
, so that the corresponding intersection is certainly not proper. In 2 ∂ n+1 ) we observe that the general fibers of π 13 over π 13 (C ′ 2 ) are isomorphic n copies of P 1 and π * 2 ∂ n+1 restricts to a line bundle isomorphic to O(−2) on each P 1 (in fact the class of the diagonal is −2c
denotes the tautological bundle). Thus we get π 13,
To compute the other products we consider geometric intersections. Let
be the closures of some sets of triples (z n , z n+1 , z ′ n ). To define these triples we use the following conventions: p i , p ′ i will be punctual subschemes of length i and w j will be reduced subschemes of length j. Moreover, unless otherwise stated, these subschemes will be generic (among punctual subschemes) and their supports disjoint.
Let p 2 , p ′ 2 share the same support, and let p 3 be the 2-fat point having the same support as p 2 and p
2 is given as follows:
is given as follows:
Proof. Let I denote an irreducible component in the intersection of the lemma. We know that I has dimension at least 2n. Let ξ = (z n , z n+1 , z ′ n ) be a generic point in one of these components. Let x = supp(z n+1 = z n ) and y = supp(z n+1 = z ′ n ). Let p be the length of z n at x and q the length of z ′ n at y.
Assume first that x = y. Then the triple ξ is defined by the inclusions (z n ) |x ⊂ (z n+1 ) |x and (z ′ n ) |y ⊂ (z n+1 ) |y and the intersection z n ∩ (S \ {x, y}) which has length n − p − q − 1. So the dimension of the set of such triples is (p + 2) + (q + 2) + 2(n − p − q − 1) = 2n + 2 − p − q, so that p + q = 2. Therefore p = 1 = q, and so I = E ′ 2 . From now on, we assume that x = y, so q = p. If p = 1, since z ′ n is non reduced, we have
Let us see that p ≤ 2. We denote by f the dimension of the set of schemes of length p included in (z n+1 ) |x . Since the support of such a subscheme of (z n+1 ) |x is x we have f ≤ p − 1.
which maps a triple (z n , z n+1 , z ′ n ) to the pair ((z n ) |x , (z n+1 ) |x ). We denote by d the dimension of r(I). By Proposition 20 dim S 
If f = p − 1, then any scheme of length p supported at x is included in (z n+1 ) |x , and this implies that p = 2 and (z n+1 ) |x is a 2-fat point. In this case I = E ′ 1 .
Let us assume that f ≤ p − 2. Equation (5) implies that f = p − 2 and d = p + 2, so r(I) = S 
Proof. Note that a generic point in E 
can be obtained by disjoint union of n − 2 distinct points and a generic point in the same variety in the case n = 2, thus it is enough to consider the case where n = 2. We consider the particular point ξ = (z 2 , z 3 , z ′ 2 ) where z 2 resp. z 3 , z ′ 2 is the subscheme of the plane defined by the equations
restricts to an isomorphism on its image in a neighborhood of ξ in Q ′ , since for ε = (y 2 , y 3 , y ′
2 ) in such a neighborhood, y 3 is the scheme-theoretic union of y 2 and y ′ 2 . Thus Q ′ is locally isomorphic to the set of pairs (y 2 , y ′ 2 ) of subschemes of length 2 which meet. Note that for both y 2 and y ′ 2 there is a unique line containing it. Moreover since all our intersection computations are invariant under translations, we may assume that the intersection point of these two lines is the origin.
We parameterize pairs of subschemes (y 2 , y ′ 2 ) near (z 2 , z ′ 2 ) such that these two lines meet at the origin by stating that y 2 resp. y ′ 2 corresponds to the ideal (X + aY, Y 2 + bY + c) resp. (X 2 + dX + e, Y + f X). Then Q ′ is defined by the fact that the origin belongs to y 2 and y , ξ → z n+1 is locally an isomorphism. Thus Q ′ is locally isomorphic to the product
, and (z n−3 , z 2 , z We can now compute the commutator [q i , q j ] for all i, j.
Lemma 50
We have [q −1 , ρ] = 0.
Proof. First let us compute the correspondence ρq −1 . Consider the product
and the natural projections on this product. Let C := π −1
23 (R n−1 ). It is the closure of the set of triples (z n , z n−1 , z ′ n ) with z n reduced, z n−1 ⊂ z n ∩ z ′ n , and z ′ n having a point of length 2. Let F ⊂ S
[n] × S [n] be the closure of the set of pairs (z n , z ′ n ) with z n reduced, (z ′ n ) red ⊂ z n and z ′ n having a point of length 2 and simple points otherwise. Since the restriction of π 13 to C is birational, the morphism ρq −1 is given by the correspondence F . Now we compute the correspondence q −1 ρ. The corresponding intersection has been studied in the proof of Proposition 43. With these notations we have π *
. Moreover the restriction of π 13 to C ′ 1 is birational with image F and the restriction of π 13 to C ′ 2 is proper contractant. Thus the morphism q −1 ρ is also given by the correspondence F , and the lemma is proved.
Recall the convention that q 0 = 0.
Proposition 51 Let i be arbitrary. We have [ρ,
Proof. If i ≥ 0 this is Theorem 34. If i = −1 this is Lemma 50. Let us assume that i = −j with j ≥ 2. The Jacobi identity reads:
. Thus we get:
hence the proposition is proved.
Theorem 52 Let i and j be any integers. We have
Proof. Since q −i is the adjoint of q i and [q i , q −j ] = 0 if i ≥ 0 and j ≤ 0 by Proposition 42, we may assume that i, j ≥ 1. Moreover the proposition will be true if i = 1 or j = 1 by Proposition 41. Thus we assume i, j ≥ 2. Once again we apply Jacobi identity:
By induction we may assume that the commutator [q i−1 , q −j ] is given by the proposition. Therefore it is either 0 or a scalar; in both cases it will commute with ρ, so the last term vanishes. Id as we wanted to prove.
Class of the small diagonal
Let ∆ i be the locus in S [n] where at least i points share the same support. In particular ∆ 2 is the big diagonal, and ∆ n is the small diagonal. In Corollary 30, we proved the equivariant formula for the big diagonal [
, which is analogous to Lehn's formula valid in the classical setting. In this section, we prove an equivariant formula for the small diagonal.
Theorem 53 The T -equivariant class of ∆ n is:
The projection from the equivariant Chow ring to the classical Chow ring gives obviously the analogous formula in the classical setting.
Remark 54 Given u an equivariant line bundle over 
In this formula φ denotes the fundamental class in
Proof. This formula is Lehn's Theorem 4.6 [Le99] and we explain why his proof is valid in our equivariant context. Lehn introduces the operator C(u) := c(u) · q 1 · c(u) −1 and shows [Le99, Theorem 4.2] that C(u) = q 1 (c(u)) + ρ .
The proof of this theorem relies on the exact sequence [Le99, (11)] which is equivariant and his Lemma 3.9, for which we proved an equivariant version (Corollary 32). Thus the relation (7) holds in the equivariant context. Lehn's proof of [Le99, Corollary 4.3] is purely algebraic and therefore we also have c(u) = exp(C(u)) · φ . Finally, the proof of [Le99, Theorem 4.6] uses this relation together with the commutation relations of q i and ρ, which we also proved in Theorem 34.
We now give another proof of Theorem 53, as a straightforward consequence of an explicit expression of q n (Theorem 55) which we believe is interesting in itself. The class [∆ n ] is equal to q n · φ .
Recall Notation 31. If λ ⊂ N 2 is a set of cardinal n and M : {1, . . . , n} → λ is a bijection, let M − : {1, . . . , n − 1} → λ \ M(n) be the restriction of M and M + : {1, . . . , n − 1} → λ \ M(1) the bijection defined by M + (i) = M(i + 1). Let w : λ → Q[U, V ] be the map sending (a, b) to the linear form aU + bV corresponding to the weight of the monomial X a Y b for the T -action. Let
if n > 1 and P M = 1 if n = 1.
Theorem 55
We have the relation
where M runs through the standard skew Young diagrams of shape µ \ λ, and λ i is the partition defined by λ i = λ ∪ {M(1), . . . , M(i)}.
If λ is empty and M is a tableau of shape µ, all the terms but the first in the sum defining P M are zero, and
, Theorem 53 is a consequence of Theorem 55.
If M : {1, . . . , n} → λ is a standard skew young diagram of shape λ, define Q M by Q M = 1 if n = 1 and recursively by the formula
Lemma 56 For every standard skew Young diagram
Proof. This is obvious if n = 1 or n = 2. To simplify the notation, we denote w(M(k)) by m k . For n general, we have
Lemma 57 Let λ and µ be two Young diagrams of cardinal n and n + 1 with λ ⊂ µ. Then
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the formula 2ρ = ∂q 1 − q 1 ∂ and the formula for ∂ given in Proposition 29.
We now prove the formula for ∆ qn,λ,µ from Theorem 55. The formula is clearly true for n = 1. Suppose that the formula for q n−1 is true. Since (n − 1)q n = ρq n−1 − q n−1 ρ, we get:
Lemma 57
Base change formulas
The goal of this section is to compute the base change formula from es to nak and its inverse (recall Section 3 for the bases es and nak of A). In particular, we prove that in the classical setting, these two bases are equal up to a constant (Theorem 64).
Equivariant operators q i,X
The basis nak(λ) is defined using creation operators. The basis es(λ) is defined via a BialynickiBirula stratification. However, one can introduce operators q i,X such that es(λ) is defined using creation operators too. The goal of this section is to introduce the operators q i,X and to compute a base change inductive formula between q i,X and q i (Theorem 60). The operator q i,X means "adding i points on a vertical line". More formally, q i,X : A *
) is defined by the Fourier transform along the correspondence
, where Q i,X is the closure of the set of pairs (z n , z n ∐ x i ) where
, x i is included in the vertical line ∆ x 0 with equation X = x 0 for some x 0 ∈ k, and z n and x i have disjoint support. We denote by π n : Q i,X → S
[n] resp. π n+i : Q i,X → S [n+i] the natural projections. First of all these operators allow the computation of the Ellingsrud-Stromme cells:
Proposition 58 Let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ) be a partition. Then we have
Proof. To prove this result by induction on l, it is enough to show that q i,X (es λ ) = k es µ , where µ is the partition obtained inserting one part equal to i in λ and k is the number of parts equal to i in µ.
To this end we apply the definition of q i,X . For n = |λ|, we have q i,X (es λ ) = π n+i, * π * n (ES λ ). Recall that the Bialynicki-Birula cell decomposition by ES λ is associated to the injection k * → T, t → (t −1 , t −d ). Let (z n , z n+i ) be a point belonging to π −1 n (ES λ ), and assume that z n resp. z n+i belongs to the open cell corresponding to the partition λ ′ resp. µ ′ . We claim that l(µ ′ ) ≤ l(λ)+1. In fact, since the whole construction is k * -invariant, we also have (
On the other hand, for a generic (z n , z n+i ) ∈ π −1 n (ES λ ), the exists x ∈ k such that (X − x) · I(z n ) ⊂ I(z n+i ) and thus we get
In fact, the dimension of ES λ is equal to n + l(λ). Let C be a component of π −1 n (ES λ ). The dimension of C is at least n + l(λ) + i + 1. Thus, if the restriction C → ES µ ′ is not dominant, it is contractant and it follows that π n+i, * [C] = 0. If it is dominant, then arguing on the generic points the only possibility is that µ ′ = µ and that C is the component which is the closure of the set of points (z n , z n+i ) with z n generic in ES λ and z n+i obtained adding i points on a vertical line to z n . Let C be this component.
The morphism π n : C → ES λ is submersive at a generic point in C, so C is a reduced component of π
Moreover, given a generic element z n+i ∈ ES µ , there are k vertical lines containing exactly i points. Thus there are k couples (z n , z n+i ) in the fiber q −1 (z n+i ): z n is obtained from z n+i removing one of these lines. Thus the restriction of π n+i to C has degree k with image ES µ , which proves the claim. ∆ , which is therefore equidimensional of dimension n.
Proof. Let λ be a partition of weight n and length l, and let i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The variety parameterizing schemes of length λ i supported on one fixed point is irreducible by [Bri77, ES87] . Thus so is the variety parameterizing schemes of length λ i supported on one point in ∆. Thus each S
[n] ∆,λ is irreducible of dimension n. Since we have S With the help of this theorem one can compute all the operators q i,X by induction on i.
To prove the theorem we define auxiliary operators. For i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 2 let q i,j,X be the operator corresponding to "adding i points on a same vertical line plus one punctual scheme of length j whose support is on this line". Formally, q i,j,X is defined by an incidence Q i,j,X in
S
[n] × S [n+i+j] where a generic point in Q i,j,X is of the form (z n , z n ∐ {x 1 , . . . , x i } ∐ t j ) where the x k 's are distinct points on a vertical line ∆ not meeting z n and t j is a length j punctual scheme supported on ∆ \ {x 1 , . . . , x i }. Let us moreover use the convention that q i,1,X = (i + 1)q i+1,X , q −1,j,X = 0, and q 0,X = −1/U.
The theorem is a consequence of the following proposition because this proposition implies that the right hand side is equal to q i−1,1,X = i q i,X . Let C be a component of I which contributes to the composition q j • q i,X , ie. a component with π 13, * [C] = 0. Our first task is to prove that for a generic element (z n , z n+i , z n+i+j ) of C, the support of z n is disjoint from ∆.
Proposition 61
If z ⊂ S is a subscheme of dimension 0, we denote by z ∆ the union of the components of z supported on ∆. Let I k be the locally closed set of pairs (z n , z n+i+j ) in S
[n] × S [n+i+j] such that the length of (z n ) ∆ is k, and z n+i+j ⊃ z n ∩ (S \ ∆), the support of O z n+i+j /O zn ∩ (S \ ∆) is included in ∆. Then I k is birational to S , and thus has dimension 2n + i + j. We denote by k the integer such that for a generic triple (z n , z n+i , z n+i+j ) in C, the length of (z n ) ∆ is k. Since, π 13 (C) ⊂ I k , dim π 13 (C) ≤ 2n + i + j. Moreover, if k > 0, since z n+i+j has to contain z n , π 13 (C) cannot contain I k , and thus dim π 13 (C) < 2n + i + j. Since π 13 is proper we deduce that π 13, * [C] = 0 in this case.
Let us now assume that dim π 13 (C) = 2n + i + j. We thus have k = 0 and dim C = 2n + i + j. For a generic element (z n , z n+i , z n+i+j ) in C, (z n+i+j ) ∆ has length i + j, thus we have a welldefined rational map C S ∆,µ only if µ = (j, 1 i ) or µ = (j + 1, 1 i−1 ). Therefore I has exactly two components which are not contracted by π 13 .
To describe these components let us consider some subschemes z n , x i−1 , x i , p j , p j+1 satisfying the following conditions. The lengths of these subschemes are given by their indices. The support of z n does not meet ∆, whereas the other subschemes have support included in ∆. The subschemes p j , p j+1 are punctual whereas x i−1 and x i are reduced. Finally p j ⊂ p j+1 , x i−1 ⊂ x i , and the support of p j+1 is not included in x i . With these conditions let I 1 resp. I 2 be the closure of the set of triples (z n , z n+i , z n+i+j ) where z n+i = z n ∐ x i and z n+i+j = z n ∐ x i ∐ p j resp. z n+i+j = z n ∐ x i−1 ∐ p j+1 . The restriction of π 13 to I 2 is birational with image Q i−1,j+1,X (−U). We have π 13 (I 1 ) = Q i,j,X (−U). If j > 1 then the restriction of π 13 to I 1 is birational whereas if j = 1 it has degree i + 1. In view of our convention for q i,1,X , this proves the proposition.
Base change formulas
Definition 62 If λ ∈ P n is a partition, we define the operators q λ = Π i∈λ q i , q λ,X = Π i∈λ q i,X , and the constant z λ = Πλ i Π(λ By definition of q λ and q λ,X , the base change formulas from q λ to q λ,X are determined by the decomposition of q n in terms of the operators q λ,X and similarly for the inverse base change. In particular, the following theorem gives a full base change at the level of operators. Since es(λ) = 1 u λ q λ,X (φ) and since nak(λ) = q λ (φ) the theorem applied to the vacuum also yields the corresponding base changes between es(λ) and nak(λ). µ U l(µ)−1 , as required for the induction. The proof of the second formula is similar : the difficulty is to guess the formula for q i , then the induction is straightforward. Indeed, we start with the formula of theorem 60 (−1) i+1 q i = −iq i,X + U i−1 j=1 (−1) j q j • q i−j,X , and we replace q j on the right hand side by the induction formula. With the value of t λ in the definition above and the the formula for q i , the induction follows.
We now project the previous theorem from the equivariant Chow ring to the classical Chow ring. All the constructions made so far in the equivariant setting can be realized in the classical setting. We denote by q cla n and q cla n,X the corresponding operators on the classical Chow ring. Similarly, we denote by nak cla (λ) and es cla (λ) the bases of the classical Chow ring induced by these operators.
Theorem 64 q
cla n = (−1) n+1 n q cla n,X nak cla (λ) = (−1) |λ|+l(λ) ( i∈λ i) es cla (λ)
Proof. In the classical setting, U = 0 and the first formula for the operators is the projection of the corresponding formula in the equivariant setting. Applying the operators to the vacuum yields the second formula.
